Imagining…
Comfort

“It generates a warmth, an energy all its own.”

Dr. Nick Mecham, M.D., Oregon

Surround yourself.

Step into a circle of warmth, a sphere of freedom and well-being.

Creativity swirls inside.

The apex opens to the sky, the stars.

Look up!

Shadows of passing clouds, silhouettes of trees, soft images of nature dance and mingle overhead.

Wind and rain tease, but do not venture in.

A shaft of light stretches across the floor, up the latticed wall and out again.

The warm sun filters in by day.

Moonbeams blanket you at night.

The power of the circle speaks. Surround yourself.

It’s hard for us to describe Pacific Yurts in terms of just “shelter.” Our customers order a finely crafted structure of wood, steel and fabric, then invariably come back describing feelings, intangibles.

They speak of adventure, romance, their sense of freedom and pride. Some tell of how our yurts enabled them to achieve a lifelong dream.

Pacific Yurts speak to so many people in so many different ways. We invite you to step inside, for a moment, and just imagine the possibilities...
A woodstove or heater is easily installed to provide cozy warmth.

Pacific Yurts offer you the distinct feeling of living under the stars—while offering all the comforts of home.

The yurt is often chosen out of a respect for nature.

Round, fluid lines and natural light create a feeling of spaciousness and warmth.
Solid and weather-tight, the yurt offers a low-cost, low-impact alternative to permanent structures for this ski resort.

Freedom

“I stepped inside and something just clicked!”
Joan Halifax, Ph.D., author
Director, Ojai Foundation, CA

Sometimes you don’t know what you’re looking for... until you accidentally happen upon it. Then there’s that avalanche of recognition... that “clicking into place.”

The yurt’s relatively low cost, all-climate adaptability, and fast, do-it-yourself installation can suddenly shift ambitions and life-long dreams onto the front burner. We’ve seen it happen over and over again.

Some call the yurt an “architectural wonder.” Others simply call it a “refreshingly practical solution” to a number of immediate needs.

Our recreational living structure offers individuals and commercial enterprises the freedom to put plans into action... by offering a better way to meet old challenges.

Here are some creative ways in which Pacific Yurts are being used in the backyard and in the outback:

• Vacation Cabin
• Workshop/Art Studio
• Resort/Conference Center
• Hot Tub/Spa Enclosure
• Ski Hut
• Remote Base Camp
• Guest House/Accessory Building
• Meditation/Fitness Room
• Temporary Housing
• Campground Rental

Furnish your yurt as modestly or as opulently as you wish. It can accommodate the most modern conveniences, or remain elegantly rustic... gracefully complementing any lifestyle and setting.

For personal or commercial ventures, the Pacific Yurt opens up a whole new world of possibilities.
Pacific Yurts come in 12', 14', 16', 20', 24' and 30' diameter models.

**Easy Set Up**
Our 30’ yurt takes a couple of days to set up... our 12’ model takes only a few hours. It’s simple and straightforward.

**Performance**

“Let the wind howl and the snow pile up!”

Bill Olund and Bob Wiesmann, Owners, Ski Bowl Ski School, OR

The yurt’s ability to offer structural strength, all-weather comfort, plus portability, is legendary. The Pacific Yurt can be insulated to keep you comfortable even in extreme temperature zones. Equipped with a heater or wood stove, it heats efficiently in severe cold. Easy ventilation makes the yurt ideal for desert or tropical climates as well. Naturally strong, it can be reinforced to withstand high winds and heavy snow packs.

Today’s technology combined with old world craftsmanship make the Pacific Yurt something of a natural wonder.

Fabric covers are architecturally designed, guaranteeing years of strength and beauty.

**Standard Features**
*(In order of assembly)*

- **LATTICE WALL:** Pre-assembled, strong, kiln-dried, clear fir lath.
- **DOOR & FRAME:** Solid, locking for safety and security.
- **TENSION CABLE:** Aircraft quality.
- **CENTER RING:** Strong, cross-laminated.
- **RAFTERS:** Top-grade select, kiln-dried fir rafters.
- **TOP COVER:** Architectural quality vinyl laminated fabric is durable and impervious to moisture. Electronically bonded seams.
- **DOME SKYLIGHT:** Durable, acrylic dome. Optional opener and handle.
- **SIDE COVER:** Acrylic coated 100% woven polyester fabric.
- **STD. WINDOWS:** Two large detachable clear vinyl windows with screens and weather flaps, outside opening.

**DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS**
for setting up. Platform construction plans included.

**Custom Options**
*(Ask for our Custom Options Catalog)*

- Many Colors Available
- Additional Doors
- French Doors
- Additional Windows
- Solar Skylight Arc
- Tinted Dome
- Dome Opener
- Door Awning
- Snow & Wind Kit
- Insulation Package
- Custom Curve® Glass Windows
- And More...

**GUARANTEE:** Top and side covers carry an extended manufacturer’s warranty. All other materials and workmanship are guaranteed for one year from date of purchase. All materials are designed to offer many years of enjoyment.

**SAFE:** Exterior fabrics meet NFPA701 and other flame resistance specifications.

Strong lattice wall design provides excellent security.

Clear acrylic skylight forms weather-tight seal.

Each component is crafted by hand, using the finest materials available and finished in meticulous detail.

All wood parts are select kiln-dried fir, precision-milled and finished with a wood penetrating oil.
As the original and world’s leading manufacturer of the modern yurt, we are just as proud to be known as the company most devoted to innovation and creating satisfied customers.

Located in the heart of the Pacific Northwest timber country, we are committed to the highest quality in workmanship and materials. For example, we take extra care to hand select only top grade, kiln-dried fir that meets our rigorous engineered quality standards. Pacific Yurts is proud to incorporate lumber from sustainable forests certified by SFI (Sustainable Forestry Initiative). This attention to detail is characteristic of every step of the process that leads to the finished product—the highest quality yurt available.

We hope we have the opportunity to earn your confidence in the same way we’ve built our family of satisfied customers—by giving you the same professional quality and service we at Pacific Yurts appreciate.

Alan F. Bair
President